
Clos Monicord is a vineyard of 16 hectares with 9 hectares of premium vines planted 
on two separate ‘terroirs’; a limestone plateau and clay valley slopes. Ideally situa-
ted, both terroirs are south facing in a valley beside Fronsac, north-west of Pomerol 
and St Emilion.

Each member of the Bakx family is involved in the running of the Clos Monicord 
property, respecting the beautiful terroir and its attributes in producing very special 
wine. 
There is Clos Monicord, a deep, complex and sumptuous premium wine carefully 
assembled from the best grapes grown on the limestone plateau, and matured in 
French Oak barrels. While Les Monicord is a delightful, fruity and accessible wine 
with depth that comes from the clay slopes.

For each vintage, the bottles are designed with unique and distinct hand-drawn 
labels by daughter and artist Audrey Bakx. Each series of six labels (Clos Monicord) 
or two labels (Les Monicord) reflects the beauty of the ‘terroir’ and the link between 
wine and the lifestyle at Clos Monicord.
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Clos Monicord is a special domain with over 300 years of wine-making history. The vineyard of 16 
hectares with 9 hectares of premium vines planted, is situated in a valley beside Fronsac, north-
west of St Emilion.

They have continued the tradition of family wine-makers that has seen the vineyard passed down 
through generations, while adding their love of art to create an exceptional wine that can delight 
from the minute you see the bottle. They believe that to be able to enjoy a wine fully, it is important 
to please the eye, as well as the palate, and to take great care in every stage of the process; from 
before the first buds of spring to when the wine is ready to be bottled and passed on to the custo-
mer.
This is reflected in the Clos Monicord wines. From the distinct design of the hand-drawn series of 
six labels for each vintage, to the wine that has attained a character reflecting and rejoicing of its 
beautiful ‘terroir’. Gently hand harvested Merlot, Cabernet Franc and Malbec grapes, are cared for 
to provide a quality in wine that can surprise and best of all be enjoyed with family and friends. 

Labels designed since 2002 covering a theme each year :

2002 ‘Prussian blue, cadmium orange, burnt umber...’
2003 ‘Abstract vines’
2004 ‘Simple necessity’
2005 ‘Bordeaux’s heritage’
2006 ‘Homage to the Land’
2007 ‘Molecular Aromas’
2008 ‘Black and white stories’
2009 ‘For you to draw’
2010 ‘Vitis vinifera, mon amour’

The Bakxs hope that in some way they can share a little of their lifestyle with you.

Six upon a time…at Clos Monicord



‘Vitis vinifera, mon amour’, 2010 vintage

Clos Monicord is a deep, complex and sumptuous premium wine carefully assembled from the 
best grapes grown on the limestone plateau, and matured in French Oak barrels. 

For each vintage, the bottles are designed with unique and distinct hand-drawn labels by daugh-
ter and artist Audrey Bakx. Each series of six labels reflects the beauty of the ‘terroir’ and the link 
between wine and the lifestyle at Clos Monicord.

The series of  6 labels and the packaging of  Clos Monicord

‘Bordeaux’s heritage’, 2005 vintage

‘Black and white stories’, 2008 vintage 
presented in the ‘Clos Monicord’ packaging. 

Each vintage comes in a 6 bottle carton box. 
Once the gift box is opened, you can admire the full series of 6 labels.

‘Homage to the Land’, 2006 vintage



The series of labels is entitled  ‘Vitis vinifera, mon amour’. This collection of handmade drawings 
are made with indian ink, water based ink, acrylic ink and watercolour. 
This series is an observation and reflection on the natural cycle of the vines. The different steps 
are shown throughout the different seasons of the year and therefore the six representations are 
visually linked together. The vine and the man live a metamorphosis together as each picture ex-
presses the symbiosis between the vine and the human being. One can compare the relationship 
between the vine and the man to a passionate love story. The vine is embodied and suggests the 
presence of a feminine character. Inspite of the rustic and rough features of a vine the drawings 
reveal strongly its feminine side throughout its development until the final maturity. 

Clos Monicord 2010 labels



‘Les Monicord’ is a delightful, fruity and smooth wine that comes from the clay slopes of the 
Monicord domain. 

The innovative concept behind this wine is ‘All good things come in pairs’. Each vintage has two 
labels expressing a duality that is found throughout the world, such as  complementary and contrary 
elements like water and fire, sun and moon, man and woman.
 
Each vintage will offer two exceptional visual images designed by daughter artist Audrey Bakx. She 
has also designed the beautiful two bottle gift box to present the wines.

Customers can identify with this concept, creating the perfect gift for friends, acquaintances, clients 
and of course themselves. A sumptuous wine from a terroir in Bordeaux, but also a luxurious present 
and gesture.

All good things come in pairs

Details of the 2 bottle gift packaging.



‘Pleased to meet you’, ‘Les Monicord’ 2010 vintage. 

Audrey entitled the Les Monicord 2010 vintage as ‘Pleased to meet you’. She wanted to evoke the 
idea of friendship and harmony, through an elegant, modern and retro drawing of a man and a 
woman, who may be meeting for the first time, good friends or hosting new acquaintances.  It is also 
a subtle introduction for this new concept that ‘All good things come in pairs’.

Detail of the labels on bottle ‘Pleased to meet you’,  
‘Les Monicord’ 2010 vintage. 

Les Monicord 2010 labels



Owners    Joep & Mireille Bakx

Wine Brands and Domaines  Clos Monicord, Les Monicord

Region / Appellation (AOC) Bordeaux, AOC Bordeaux Supérieur

Geographic Location  Vérac, 33240, France, 
     5km from Fronsac, 15km from St-Emilion and Pomerol

Surface    16 hectares, 9 hectares planted vines

Soil     Clay-limestone : limestone plateau and clay valley slopes  south  
     facing in the valley

Age of vines    Average 25 year, 5 200 vines per hectare

Grape varieties Clos Monicord Merlot(75%), Cabernet Franc(20%), Malbec(5%)
Grape varieties Les Monicord Merlot(85%), Cabernet Franc(15%) 

Working method of the vines Moderate cultivation methods, thinning of leaves by hand, 
     Guyot pruning 

Production    32-35 hectolitres / hectare 

Harvest    by hand when the berries are ripe(Clos Monicord)
     by machine with manual sorting (Les Monicord)

Vinification    100% de-stemming, twice daily of must pumping, 
     4 weeks of fermentation

Maturing    French oak during 15 months 

Cork     1 naturel B (Barrere) or 1ere A

Bottle labels    unique series of labels designed for every vintage by daughter  
     artist Audrey Bakx

Wine Consultant   Derenoncourt Consultants 
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